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OK, no hidden object scene in there. Just a Point & Click adventure. Got through to the end within about 3 hours; to give a
sense of this game duration. And I'm no master of that kind of games. Actually got it believing it was a HOG :) Beautiful
graphics. Nice music, albeit lacking in variety. Now, about the adventure. It's sometimes frustrating, as the sequence of action to
perform (and where) is not too logical any time. There's no map, which makes it a real chore to through the various screens all
the time. Overall, it's a nice game that I don't regret to get hold of.. It's an epic adventure. I thought this game was amazing for
the price. I guess I haven't played many games like this. I actually bought this game by mistake. I thought it was going to be the
typical hidden-object game. There are hidden objects and puzzles in the game, but it's really about exploration. It's an adventure
game. The entire game isn't about being in a Steampunk world. This game has almost everything imaginable. I remember getting
into a hot-air balloon and traveling to a fantasy world full of Woobies and other bizarre creatures. This is a big game. I bought
this game 15 days ago. I haven't finished playing it yet. There's even a bonus chapter. This game does not have Steam
achievements. That's probably why it's not more popular.. A most infuriating game - almost got to the end and the saved profile
advises that it was corrupt and to start again - don't bother loading this game unless you are happy to not be able to finish..
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Really nice game. This steampunk universe is brilliant and gives you enjoyable hours. No hidden object scenes in this game.
The in-games are pretty easy but well designed.. 6/10. Not without its charms. A big step up from PlayRIX's other bug-riddled
game, Fall of the New Age. This one plays like a lesser Artifex Mundi game,without hidden object scenes (there might be one
or two). Simplistic adventure point and click scenarios. Fun & entertaining for its short length, as long as you're not looking for
anything too challenging.. Very interesting small adventure.. A fun point and click puzzle game, with some terrific steampunk-
inspired artwork. The puzzles are not too hard, which I think is a good thing.. A nice, point and click that moves along in a
consistent speed and doesn't take forever. Would enjoy more like this.. I enjoyed this puzzle game, visually very pleasing, some
interaction with other people and creatures, the little robot helper was great felt the creators could have used him a little more in
the game play, you know build on his personality. The puzzles are fairly easy, there is a strategy guide.. This was a surprising
amount of fun. The story is fine and it has standard mediocre animation but overall I enjoyed the puzzles. Some were
challenging but most were unique. Although classified as HO there aren't any hidden object scenes. It could do with some
improvements: there is no map and more achievements would be great - especially Steam achievements. And there are some
achievements it doesn't seem possible to get. But the graphics are decent and it was fun.
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